NAME:_______________________________   STUDENT ID NUMBER:______________

Students must complete six of the following course offerings, totaling 18 credits.

Choose 3: PRNT 210 Introduction to Intaglio, PRNT 211 Introduction to Lithography, PRNT 212 Introduction to Silkscreen, PRNT 213 Introduction to Relief/Collograph, PRNT 215 Image and Text Through Print, or FBRE 211 Printing on Cloth

☐______________    (3cr)
☐______________    (3cr)
☐______________    (3cr)

Choose 3: PRNT 304 Print through Drawing I, PRNT 310 Intermediate Intaglio, PRNT 311 Intermediate Lithography, PRNT 312 Intermediate Silkscreen, PRNT 314* Print Media: Studio/Research, FBRE 321 Surface Design II

☐______________    (3cr)
☐______________    (3cr)
☐______________    (3cr)